
RSuite® Data Fusion is a collection of
applications for analysis, situational
awareness, and intelligence production. It
contains multiple integrated Web-based
applications and analytics that are capable
of operating in D/DIL environments.

RSuite Data Fusion is highly scalable and can
be deployed in environments from large
enterprise clusters down to a single laptop.

Utilize Built-in Report Templates

Manage Role-based Access Controls

Publish into Multiple Formats

Complex Search Capabilities

Revolutionary Content Exploitation
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Unlock data held in any application or
data store with the Olap Cube toolset
to undertake complex, powerful
analysis using an easy to use, drag and
drop interface.

Utilize Keyword and Boolean searches
along with advanced semantic search
capabilities to  enhance search
functionalities.

Capture disclosure guidance as
templates and apply them to multi-
media and final work products to
ensure compliance before
distributing to third parties.

Experience a built-in report template
creator which allows users to create
whatever standard reports are needed
to simplify the reporting effort.

Use the link analysis tool with advanced
suggested entities graph generation to
reduce workloads.

Contiem's software has a global user
community that works with our product
development team to improve our
products. Our user base plays a critical
role in shaping the way we upgrade and
maintain our software.

All RSuite users have access to a 24/7
Customer Support portal with product
documentation and support.

The RSuite Data Fusion solution was
built using a modular, open standards
approach in which each component
can be swapped in or out based on
the needs of the users or existing
customer technology.

SOFTWARE FEATURES

BENEFITS OF USING OUR
SOFTWARE & SOLUTIONS

Search by location across the entire
data set with a built-in map visualization
tool. RSDF offers its own map set while
also providing integration to ESRI.

Utilize automatic data replication across
the entire enterprise.

RSuite Data Fusion makes use of
the MarkLogic enterprise NoSQL
platform to provide storage,
indexing, and application services,
and data synchronization.Manage role-based and attribute-level

access controls across all applications
and data.

Utilize the integrated Natural Language
Processing tool (NLP) to automatically
identify entities and their relationships
across multiple languages. www.contiem.com
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